Haspeslagh Combi ETS Life Ring

Please Note:The Benzing combi ETS chip part which has been made available to purchase for this life ring is not
manufactured by or has it ever been recommended for use in the pigeon racing sport by Benzing.
To support the RPRA and the UK fanciers with Benzing G2 or M1 ETS clocks who wish to use the combi
ETS chip for the new RPRA approved Haspeslagh life ring in 2010, Benzing have purchased stock of the
combi hitag s pro chip part for use with their ETS clocks.
The combi ETS pro chips are available to purchase from any UK Benzing distributor.
Benzing / Homing Pigeons or any of their distributors in the UK will accept NO responsibility for the loss or
damage to the combi ETS pro chip when fitted to the Haspeslagh life ring. The fitting and use of this chip
ring in the pigeon racing sport will be entirely the responsibility of the fancier.
The picture above shows the correct way to fit the combi chip to the life ring. The combi chip should slide
down the grooves on the lugs on the life ring and click into place when it is fully down. If it does not click in
place when inserted then the ring is upside down. It will insert into the lugs either way round but it will only
click home when it is in the correct way round.
To remove the chip push it upwards from the bottom and it will slide back up the groves on the lugs.
Please also be aware that it has been recorded over the years with the use of this ring in some countries
that pigeons are returning home on race day with no ETS chip on their life ring.
It is also strongly advised not to fit the chip to the ring during the time the pigeon is nesting on eggs.
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